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This book contains basic instructions for casting many spells. In this book you will find money
spells for all your financial needs. Spells for gaining money, eliminating poverty, and many more.
There are spells for binding and banishing such as how to bind your spell work and banishing a
troublesome person. There are spells for finding, keeping, and recovering love. Spells for
general healing, to speed healing, and to ease pain are given. There are spells for dieting,
stopping smoking, motivation, and general spell reversals. The Spell Book also has a chapter on
color correspondences, auspicious days of the week, astral signs, phases of the moon, the
wheel of the year, and much more. Beginning and advanced practitioners can benefit from the
information contained in this book.
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book. money spells Before you begin any type of spell work you should purify
yourself. There are many ways that you can do this. You should begin by taking a long bath.
This will get your body clean and take away any tension that may be in the muscles in your body.
Next you should dress appropriately. The type of dress that you choose will depend on
your personal preference. If you have magic robes you can wear them. Some people prefer to
work in the nude. The best rule to remember is to dress with reverence. You are communing
with the divine and respect should be shown.Next you should meditate. Meditation will allow
you to clear your mind. Having a clear mind makes it much easier to focus on the task at hand.
Meditation also helps you to tune out any other sounds that may be a distraction to your spell
workings. A clear mind produces the best results.After you have purified yourself you will want to
make sure that your working space is also purified. If you are doing your spell work indoors
make sure that the area you choose is clean and free of clutter. Also, spiritually cleanse the
area.Spiritually cleansing can be done in many different ways. Some people spread holy water
or salt water around their working area. Some people may choose to play musical notes on an
instrument. I find the easiest and just as effective way of cleansing your working space is by
using incense. By cleansing yourself and your working area both physically and spiritually you
will ensure that you have the best possible positive energies and that the negative is not
present.You may now choose to do your work. Most workings are performed either in a sacred
circle or at your alter. Either way make sure your working area is consecrated to protect from
negativity. Now you are ready to invoke the divine, focus your energy, and recite your spell.
When you are finished be sure to seal the deal.Sealing the deal ensures that all your hard is not
wasted. Be sure to snuff out your candles instead of blowing them out. Also, remember to
properly dispose of any objects you may have used in your spell working. Finally, give thanks for
the deities help. If you used a magic circle, now you may close your circle. Either way clean up
your work space. Your spell working is completed. Now on to the Money Spells!Cinnamon
Powder Spell Ingredients: Cinnamon Powder Take a pinch of cinnamon powder, make sure to
charge it with your own energy, blow it onto your altar or your front door while chanting 3 times: "
Money money come to me " Cinnamon Stick Spell Ingredients:3 cinnamon sticksred
yarn Take 3 cinnamon sticks tie it with red yarn 3 times . Hang it in front of your front door or altar
place.    
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money come to me " Cinnamon Stick Spell Ingredients:3 cinnamon sticksred yarn Take
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place. Cinnamon Magnet Spell Ingredients:MagnetCinnamon powder Take a magnet
and a pinch of cinnamon powder, rub them together making sure to charge them with your own
energy. keep it inside your wallet, on your front door, or on your altar. Spell to Obtain
Money Ingredients:BowlSilver CoinWater This spell should be performed during a Full Moon. Fill
a bowl half full of water and drop a silver coin into it. Make sure that the bowl is positioned so
that the light from the moon shines into the water.Sweep your hands above the surface of the
water as you symbolically gather the Moon's silver.While doing this chant 3 times: “Lovely Lady
of the Moon, bring to me yourwealth right soon. Fill my hands with silver and gold.All you give,
my pockets can hold." When finished, pour the water upon the earth.
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